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Features:8 audio CDs to take you from first words to full conversations 176-page companion

workbook with exercises at the end of each Lesson reinforces learning MP3 CD included; transfer

all the audio lessons to your MP3-capable mobile device Over 20 topics across 8 Lessons give you

confidence to speak in a variety of real-life situations The audio-lingual method effectively teaches

you a new language  Perfect For Any Learning Style The Instant Immersion Beginner Audio Course

goes beyond audio learning and adds visual learning with the included Beginner Audio Workbook.

Whether you are more of an audio or visual learner, you will be able to use this program to learn

Italian. The Beginner Audio Workbook contains the complete transcript of the audio lessons, so you

can follow along in the book as you listen to the CDs. At the end of each lesson, you will find several

exercises where you can immediately put your new skills to use in writing. Using the workbook is an

effective way to make sure what you just learned really sticks. Plus, the workbook is also a great

reference tool! Learn with a Proven, Effective Method The audio-lingual learning method immerses

you in the Italian language right away. You learn the way you learned your first language by

listening to native speakers say words and phrases, and then repeating them. Audio lessons help

you learn the correct pronunciation, too. The lessons introduce some essential grammar as you go

so that you can put words together into sentences, and then into conversations. What Will You

Learn? Words, phrases, word usage, how to ask and answer questions, pronunciation A working

knowledge of the basics of Italian that you can build upon Conversational language skills so you will

feel confident when you speak Topics Covered in the Audio Lessons: Alphabet, sounds, and correct

pronunciation Greetings, weather, and common verbs Numbers, colors, and verbs  Nouns, helpful

adjectives, and travel vocabulary Words for food and restaurants, and verbs and adjectives

Directions, pronouns, and irregular verbs Vocabulary for time, customs, and notes on culture

Pronouns, verbs, and words for shopping Companion Beginner Audio WorkbookAre you more of a

visual learner? The new workbook follows along with the 8 audio lessons. You will be learning to

read in Italian as you listen! Fun exercises are included in the book to reinforce what you have

learned in each lesson, so you can practice writing further immersing you in the Italian language!

Quickly look up what you learned in the audio lessons Easily refresh your memory on any subject

Immerse yourself in written conversations Practice answering the questions without the audio Fun

exercises reinforce what you learned Practice writing in your new language Easy to pack and take

with you The Beginner Audio Course Set Includes: 8 Audio CDs1 MP3 CD1 176-page workbook
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